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Dear clients, partners and readers of APEX Team newsletters 
In November, APEX Team celebrates its 10th anniversary! 10 years of maturity, challenges, achieve-
ments, experience, human relationships created with our customers, partners and with our team 
members, 10 years of success and consolidation of a strong team.  
It was 10 years of passion, work and diligence, 10 years of continuously investing in our team and in 
the quality of service. APEX Team members are supported with continuous professional training as 
well as with assistance in attaining local and ACCA professional qualifications. 
This year, APEX Team continued to receive awards from the Romanian Body of Chartered Account-
ants (CECCAR), receiving the first prize in the large company category in 2014.  
APEX aims to offer high quality professional services, by means of an even more collaborative ap-
proach with clients and a more adaptable approach to your needs. We want APEX to be your reliable 
partner and to add value to your business. 
Our development plans for the future aim at targeting excellence in attitude toward clients and their 
businesses.     
We wish to thank all of you for your extraordinary collaboration that kept us on this road for 10 years, 
and we remain the same reliable partner. 

PRESS RELEASE – MINISTRY OF PUBLIC FINANCE 
Romanian Economic operators which are classified as micro-enterprises will benefit from the Europe-
an system of simplified financial reporting specific to micro-enterprises, according to a draft Govern-
ment Emergency Ordinance and two draft Orders of the Minister, which aim to integrate provisions of 
the new European Accounting Directive into Romanian legislation. These drafts are posted on the 
Ministry’s website in the Transparency of decision section. 
Introduction of a different regime for micro-enterprises into domestic legislation is optional for EU 
Member States. Romania opts for this type of regime in order to simplify and reduce administrative 
expenses for micro-enterprises, as defined by Directive 2013/34/EU of the European Parliament and 
Council. 
According to Directive 2013/34/EU of the European Parliament and Council, an entity may qualify as a 
micro-enterprise only if, as at the balance sheet date, the entity does not exceed two of the following 
three criteria: 
� Total assets – EUR 350,000; 
� Net turnover – EUR 700,000; 
� Average number of employees during the financial year – 10. 
By adopting European Community norms in domestic legislation and by taking into account the new 
criteria which defines a micro-enterprise, the Ministry of Public Finance estimates that 94% of report-
ing economic operators (over 608,000) will benefit from advantages resulting from exemptions and 
simplifications introduced at the Community level. 
The main elements of simplification are those referring to preparation of a simplified balance sheet 
and income statement. Both components of annual financial statements should consist of minimum 
information that must be presented in accordance with the Directive. 
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New provisions regarding the simplified European system of financial reporting will replace the simplified 
accounting system which was optional and introduced starting 2011. The actual simplified accounting 
system was only applied by 12,900 economic operators (just under 2% of legal entities) according to 
information on the financial year of 2013 
The draft Government Emergency Ordinance takes into consideration adoption of certain features which 
aim to reduce administrative duties for taxpayers, as follows: 
1. Reduction of audit obligations: 
� according to draft legislative changes, when a legal entity has the obligation to prepare individual 

financial statements as well as consolidated annual financial statements, then the audit report should 
be prepared as a single report for both types of financial statements. This amendment aims to sim-
plify financial reporting and to reduce administrative costs; 

� certain legal entities may be excluded from the category of entities for which an audit of annual fi-
nancial statements is mandatory. This applies to legal entities that belong to a group of companies 
within the scope of consolidation by a parent company having its headquarters in Romania, which 
also has the obligation to apply IFRS, considering the possibility of the parent company being the 
subject of a single audit report, as well; 

� non-profit organisations financed from public funds may be exempted from audit obligations, consid-
ering that financial statements of non-profit public service legal entities must be audited, according to 
the law;  

2. The possibility to prepare a single report of the Board of Directors is regulated for cases where a 
company has the obligation to prepare both consolidated and stand-alone annual financial state-
ments. 

3. The possibility to opt for a financial year different from the calendar year is also introduced for newly-
formed legal entities, which have this right according to law. 
This provision gives coherence to accounting operations and to the modality of financial reporting for 
legal entities which have the right to opt for a financial year different from the calendar year. 

4. The draft ordinance explicitly provides that only one set of financial statements should be submitted 
for each financial year. The draft ordinance also clarifies certain aspects related to adjustment of 
errors that were detected subsequent to submission. Correction of errors are made in the financial 
year when they are discovered, according to accounting rules issued by institutions responsible for 
regulating the accounting field. 

The draft legislative acts are available on the website of the Ministry of Public Finance, in the Transpar-
ency of decision section. 

ORDER 3001 dated 1 October 2014 to amend ANAF Presidential Order 3582/2013 on or-
ganizing activities to administer medium-size taxpayers (Official Gazette 733/2014) 
The Order amends Order 3582/2013 regarding administration of medium-size taxpayers and is relevant 
for medium-size taxpayers having secondary establishments not located where the head office is fiscally 
ascribed.  
In this respect, the competent fiscal authority responsible for administering secondary establishments of 
medium-size taxpayers has been modified. Secondary establishments will be managed by the competent 
fiscal authority where the fiscal domicile of the medium-size taxpayer is located. Consequently, jurisdic-
tion is passed from territorial fiscal authorities (where the secondary establishment is registered) to fiscal 
authorities where the medium-size taxpayer has its head office. 
Starting the 7th of October, secondary establishments of medium-size taxpayers should be registered 
with fiscal authorities where the head office is located. 

INSTRUCTION 32 dated 30 September 2014 on the level of the National Bank of Roma-
nia reference interest rate (Official Gazette 714/2014) 
Starting the 1st of October 2014, the NBR reference interest rate is 3% per year (previously 3.25%). As a 
reminder, the evolution of NBR reference interest rates in 2014 is presented below: 

 
We remind that the NBR reference interest rate is essential in determining the level of deductible interest 
for loans contracted from entities other than financial and banking institutions. Thus, for loans contracted 
in RON, NBR reference interest rate corresponding to the last month of the quarter is used to calculate 
maximum deductible interest expense. 

INFORMATION – Exchange rate for excise taxes in 2015 
The EUR/RON exchange rate relevant for setting the reference exchange rate for excise taxes in 2015, 
available on the first working day of October, was published in the Official Journal of the European Union. 
The exchange rate is 1 EUR = 4.4093 RON. 
Taking into account that the new exchange rate for excise taxes is lower than that one set on the 1st of 
October 2013 (4.4485 RON/EUR), according to the rule adopted at the end of the previous year, the ref-
erence exchange rate for excise taxes in 2015 is calculated based on the higher exchange rate from the 
previous year (4.4485 RON) multiplied by the consumer price index (inflation index) for the month of Sep-
tember 2014 (101.2%), officially announced by the National Institute for Statistics. 
Therefore, the reference rate for calculating the excise taxes in 2015 should be 4.5018 RON/EUR 
(4.4485*101.2%). 
Although, according to Government Decision 77/2014, the Ministry of Public Finance has yet to publish 
on its website the modality to determine the value in RON for excise and oil taxes for domestic produc-
tion by the 20th of October 2014, the ministry failed to comply with this obligation. 

Starting the 1st of January 9th of January 5th of February 5th of August 1st of October 

% 4,00% 3,75% 3,50% 3,25% 3,00% 
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No reference exchange rate for 2015 was published on the Ministry’s website by the publication deadline 
for our current issue of the APEX Team Newsletter. Given the negative impact of the artificial increase of 
the exchange rate for excise taxes in 2014 on the State Budget, debate continues regarding the modality 
to determine the reference exchange rate. The exchange rate should be published on the website of the 
Ministry of Public Finance in the section dedicated to excise taxes: 
http://www.mfinante.ro/accizetaxe.html. 
As a reminder, the reference exchange rate for excise taxes in 2014 was 4.7380 RON. 

DECISION 906 dated 15 October 2014 to amend and complement Government Decision 
537/2014 on conditions, procedures and deadlines for reimbursement of amounts rep-
resenting the difference between standard level of excise taxes and differentiated level 
of excise taxes for diesel fuel used as engine fuel in the form of State aid (Official Ga-
zette 779/2014) 
The Decision amends Government Decision 537/2014 on the State aid scheme set in order to reimburse 
amounts representing the difference between the standard level of excise taxes and the differentiated 
level as provided by art. 176 para. (6) of the Fiscal Code, for diesel fuel used as engine fuel by transpor-
tation companies. 
Details regarding this scheme may be found in APEX Team Newsletter no. 7, 2014. 
The present Decision brings the following amendments: 
� The period of reimbursement is extended until the 31st of December 2019 (previously set until the 

31st of March 2019), available for fuel purchased through the 31st of March 2019. 
� The condition of having no liabilities to the State Budget is detailed. The condition is met upon 

presentation of Tax Certificates issued by ANAF or local public authorities, for local taxes. 
� The requirement to attach proof of payment of fuel purchase invoices to the excise tax reimburse-

ment application is repealed; 
� The resolution to apply for reimbursement is made within 45 working days from submission date. 

Payment is made in RON, within 30 working days from the date when the decision was communi-
cated. Payment should be deposited as follows: 

ο At a Romanian bank account, for economic operators established in other EU Member States; 
ο At an account opened at the State Treasury, for economic operators established in Romania. 
� The scheme administrator will announce on its website the date when a digital system to manage 

the scheme will be available to economic operators. Starting on that date, economic operators will 
stop sending required documents in paper format, except those demanded by the administrator of 
the scheme. 

ORDER 2906 dated 25 September 2014 to approve Instructions to apply Title IX of Gov-
ernment Ordinance 92/2003 on the Fiscal Procedure Code (Official Gazette 736/2014) 
The Order approves Instructions to apply Title IX on the Fiscal Procedure Code – Resolution of challeng-
es against tax administrative acts. Simultaneously, ANAF Presidential Order 450/2013 regulating these 
instructions was repealed. 
Detailed information on these instructions may be found in Romanian at: 
www.apex-team.ro/PDFs/Instructiuni_contestatii.pdf  

ORDER 3093 dated 14 October 2014 to approve Procedure on certifying the modality in 
which taxpayers-individuals for whom insurance in the public pension system is man-
datory, according to provisions of chapter II of Title IX

2
 of Law 571/2003 on the Fiscal 

Code, may settle the fiscal liability representing State social insurance contributions as 
well as approval of templates and content of certain forms used for this procedure 
(Official Gazette 761/2014) 
The Order approves the Procedure on certifying the modality in which taxpayer-individuals for whom it is 
mandatory to be insured in the public pension system, according to provisions of chapter II of Title IX2 of 
Law 571/2003 on the Fiscal Code, may settle the fiscal liability representing state social insurance contri-
bution. 
The Order also approves the template, content, printing characteristics, method of distribution, use and 
preservation of the following forms: 
� Certificate 
� Application for issuance of certificate attesting the modality to settle the fiscal liability representing 

State social insurance contributions. 
Issuance of this certificate is only available to taxpayers-individuals having no outstanding fiscal liabili-
ties, representing state social insurance contributions, as well as related accessory fiscal liabilities, which 
were communicated, or established and not communicated. 
The certificate may not be issued in the following situations: 
a) The main fiscal liabilities, as well as related accessories of fiscal liabilities which were communicat-

ed are unpaid; 
b) The related accessory fiscal liabilities have been established but have not been communicated. 
The certificate is issued so that the competent authorities subordinated to National Public Pension 
House may set the contribution period.  
The certificate is issued within 5 days from the submission date and is valid for 90 days from its issuance 
date. 
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DECISION of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) dated 2 October 2014 in case C-
446/13 Fonderie 2A against the Ministry of Economy and Finance (France) 
The case debated by ECJ concerns the Italian company Fonderie 2A, which manufactured metal pieces 
in Italy that were sold to a customer in France. Before selling the pieces, the Italian company shipped 
goods on its own behalf to another company in France in order to be transformed into finished goods. 
Afterwards, these goods were directly sent to the final client in France. 
The purchase price for the above-mentioned pieces was invoiced by Fonderie 2A to its final French cus-
tomer including the price for the finishing work. For the purchased services consisting of work on mova-
ble goods, Fonderie 2A received invoices containing French VAT, for which it requested a refund under 
the European Directive. 
However, the French authorities considered that the supply of goods performed by Fonderie 2A was tax-
able in France and, therefore, they rejected the company’s VAT refund application, claiming that the VAT 
reimbursement should have been requested via a French VAT return, meaning that Fonderie 2A should 
have been registered under the scope of VAT in France. 
The ECJ’s opinion on this matter was requested, so as to establish whether the supply of goods shipped 
from a Member State to another Member State and processed in the country of destination premises (for 
the benefit of the supplier, as per requirements of the customer, prior to shipment to customer) qualifies 
as an intra-Community supply of goods or as a local supply of goods. 
The ECJ’s decision establishes that the place of supply is the Member State where the goods are pro-
cessed (where they become compliant with the related contractual provisions) in order to be supplied to 
the customer. In other words, the court essentially confirmed that in these types of situations, the supplier 
performs an intra-Community purchase of goods in the Member State of destination. This purchase is 
followed by a local supply, both transactions being taxed in the Member State of destination. Given the 
fact that the supplier performs an intra-Community purchase in the Member State of destination, it is 
mandatory to request registration under the scope of VAT in that state, prior to any purchase. 

DECISION of the ECJ dated 9 October 2014 in the case C-492/13 Traum EOOD (Bulgaria) 
against the Bulgarian fiscal authorities 
The case submitted to the ECJ is related to Bulgarian company, Traum. In its VAT return, Traum men-
tioned the performance of several instances of intra-Community supply of goods (VAT exempted) to a 
company which had its headquarters in Greece. Traum presented all documentation required by Bulgari-
an legislation: invoices containing the VAT registration number of the Greek company, delivery notes, 
international expedition certificates and signed confirmation of merchandise received. 
Although, initially, Bulgarian fiscal authorities accepted the VAT exemption, by checking the status of the 
Greek company via VIES and noticing that registration under the scope of VAT existed, they subsequent-
ly questioned the reality of goods supplied by the company and, implicitly, its right to apply the VAT ex-
emption, arguing that the beneficiary of the goods was not registered under the scope of VAT and that 
Traum was not able to prove the validity/authenticity of the customer’s signature on related supporting 
documentation. 
Traum claims that all documents proving existence of an intra-Community supply and required by Bulgar-
ian legislation were presented to Bulgarian fiscal authorities. Additionally, Traum claims that it performed 
all operations in good faith and that the company verified the VAT registration number via VIES for its 
client prior to concluding the operations. 
ECJ ruled that the denial of the right to apply the VAT exemption on such grounds is against the princi-
ples of legal certainty, of the protection of legitimate expectations and of proportionality and that the tax-
payers may directly invoke provisions of the EU Directive, where domestic legislation restricts application 
of the VAT exemption itself for intra-Community supply of goods. However, the ECJ left the local court to 
determine whether Traum was aware or should have been aware that the supply performed was, in fact, 
tax fraud, in which case the supply of goods should have been taxed. 
The ECJ decision has emphasized the fact that the supplier has the right to benefit from VAT exemption 
as long as the supplier proves that it acted in good faith as far as reality of the transactions and status of 
customers being taxable entities are concerned. 

ORDER 1400 dated 15 October 2014 to complement methodological Norms regarding 
preparation and submission of quarterly financial statements for public institutions, as 
well as certain monthly financial reports during 2014, approved by Order of Delegate 
Minister for Budget 556/2014 and to amend methodological Norms regarding organizing 
and conducting accountancy operations for public institutions, the chart of accounts 
for public institutions and instructions for its use, approved by Order of the Minister of 
Public Finance 1917/2005 (Official Gazette 767/2014) 

DECISION 864 dated 7 October 2014 to approve the de minimis scheme, “Specific com-
pensatory aid granted for vegetable farms registered within the system of ecological 
agriculture” (Official Gazette 754/2014) 

ORDER 1449 dated 27 October 2014 on Procedure of payment for amounts set accord-
ing to approval decisions of excise taxes reimbursement applications, issued based on 
Government Decision 537/2014 on conditions, procedures and deadlines for reimburse-
ment as State aid of amounts representing the difference between standard level of ex-
cise taxes and differentiated level of excise taxes for diesel fuel used as engine fuel 
(784/2014) 
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REMINDER – Mandatory documentation of the accounting policies 
We remind that as per the provisions of Order 3055/2009 to approve Accounting Regulations in conform-
ity with EU Directives, any entity to which this Order applies must prepare and update a handbook of 
accounting policies in use. 
Accounting policies represent principles, bases, conventions, rules and specific practice used by the 
entity for preparation and presentation of annual financial statements. 
Examples of accounting policies: depreciation method chosen for depreciating non-current assets, reval-
uation of tangible fixed assets or use of historical cost, valuation method of inventory releases, inventory 
tracking using perpetual inventory system or periodical stock count, etc. 
The Director must approve accounting policies for the transactions carried out, including own procedures 
for the circumstances set by law. For entities which do not have a Director, accounting policies are ap-
proved by the person to whom managing the entity lays. 
Accounting policies must be drafted taking into account the specifics of the activity by financial and tech-
nical specialists who know the details of activity carried out as well as the strategy adopted by the entity. 
Changes in accounting policies are allowed only if required by law or its outcome is more relevant or 
credible information on entity operations. In case of change in accounting policy, the entity must mention 
in Disclosure Notes the nature of changes in accounting policies, if any, as well as the reasons for which 
application of new accounting policies provide more sincere and relevant information to enable the infor-
mation used to assess whether the new accounting policy was adequately chosen, the effect of changes 
upon declared performance of the period as well as the trends in entity performance. 
The following are not considered changes in accounting policy: 
a) adoption of accounting policies for events or transactions which differ from points of view on events 

or transactions which occurred previously; 
b) adoption of accounting policies for events or transactions which have not occurred in the past or 

were previously insignificant. 
Also in Order 3055/2009, it is stipulated that "regarding accounting regulations, the following must be 
taken into account: 
� existence of an handbook of accounting policies; 
� existence of an implementation of procedures in this handbook; 
� existence of controls to ensure respect of the handbook…… ". 
According to Accounting Law 82/1991, failure to comply with the provisions regarding the approval of 
accounting policies and procedures represents an offense and is punished by a fine up to RON 4,000. 
APEX Team can assist you in the preparation of the accounting policy handbook in 
conformity with legal provisions. 

REMINDER – Valuation of monetary items in foreign currency 
The October closing NBR exchange rates to use for valuation of monetary items (cash on hand, receiva-
bles, payables) denominated in foreign currency, as well as receivables and payables denominated in 
RON but pegged to a foreign currency for collection/disbursement are:  
1 EUR = 4.4139 RON; 1 CHF = 3.6583 RON; 1 GBP = 5.6153 RON; 1 USD = 3.5098 RON. 

NOVEMBER 2014 – AGENDA 

Every day - do not forget 
� To complete the petty cash register (or print electronic version) 
� To complete the purchase ledger and sales ledger 
� To update electronic employee registers with information regarding labour contract inception/

amendment or termination, if any 
At month end - do not forget 
� To complete the journal ledger 
� To register contracts concluded during the month for services rendered by non-residents, with tax 

authorities as per article 8 point 71 of the Fiscal Code 
� To revalue monetary assets and liabilities in foreign currency (cash on hand, assets, liabilities) at 

the NBR exchange rate in force on the last banking day of the month 
� To organize a stock count of inventories if the enterprise does not use a perpetual inventory system 
� To issue final invoices for the month 
To comply with requirements regarding VAT 
� Mention the registration code under the scope of VAT on documents for EU business partners  
� Check the validity of the registration code under the scope of VAT mentioned on invoices received 
� Check the amount of VAT disclosed on invoices received 
� Check references related to VAT (e.g.: “reverse charge”, “operation not subject to VAT”, etc...) 
� On invoices, write VAT amount received in case of reverse charge 
� Maintain the ledger of goods received 
� Maintain the ledger of non-transfer of goods 
� Mention which exchange rate will prevail (NBR or commercial bank) in contracts with foreign part-

ners 
During the month - do not forget that 
Friday 7 November is the last day to submit 
� Form 092 (amendments) to change VAT return periods from Quarterly to Monthly for EU acquisi-
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tions of goods in October 2014. Starting October, the VAT return will be submitted monthly. 
Monday 10 November is the last day to submit 
� Return on collection of hotel tax 
� Return for mentions (amendments) or deregistration under the scope of VAT in case of entities reg-

istered under the scope of VAT as per article 153 of the Fiscal Code which, during the previous year, 
do not exceed the exemption threshold set at article 152 of the Fiscal Code (form 096). 

Monday 10 November is the last day to pay  
� Hotel tax 
� Advertising service tax 
Monday 17 November is the last day to submit 
� INTRASTAT statement for October 2014 (standard or extended submitted on-line) 
� Statements of acquisitions and supplies in the field of energy in October 2014. 
Tuesday 25 November is the last day to submit 
� State budget liability return (form 100)* 
� Return regarding social contributions, income tax and nominative list of insured persons (form 112)* 
� VAT return (form 300)* 
� Special VAT return for VAT non payers (form 301)* 
� Statement regarding amounts deriving from VAT adjustments (form 307) 
� VAT return regarding VAT due by taxable entities which registration code under the scope of VAT 

was cancelled as per article 153 point (9) letters a)-e) of the Fiscal Code (form 311) 
� Recapitulative statement of EU Supply/acquisitions/services (form 390)* for November 2014 
� Informative Statement on domestic supply/services rendered and acquisitions regarding November 

2014 (form 394)* 
� Statement of salary income obtained from abroad by individuals who carry out activity in Romania 

and by Romanian citizens who are employees of diplomatic missions and consular posts accredited 
in Romania (form 224) 

� Environment Fund Statement (excluding "ecotax") 
Tuesday 25 November is the last day to pay 
� Excise taxes 
� VAT 
� Liabilities to the sole bank account – State Budget 

ο Tax on crude oil and natural gas from domestic production 
ο Withholding tax on non-resident income 
ο Income tax on salary (separate bank transfer for headquarters and each secondary establishment) 
ο Tax on income from independent activities, withheld at source 
ο Tax on dividends paid in October 2014 
ο Tax on interest income  
ο Tax on investment income 
ο Tax on pension income 
ο Tax on income from prizes and gambling   
ο Tax on income from other sources 
ο Contribution for non-employment of disabled persons for employers with headcount over 50 
� Liabilities to the sole account – Public Insurance Budget and special funds 

ο Social security contribution (pension) 
ο Health insurance contribution 
ο Medical leave contribution and health insurance allowance 
ο Unemployment contribution  
ο Contribution to fund to guarantee payment of salary liabilities 
ο Contribution to work accident and occupational disease fund 
� Quarterly contribution for medicine for Quarter III 2014 
� 50% of the tax upon rental of rooms to tourists made by owners of rooms located in their private 

lodgings with an accommodation capacity of between 1 and 5 rooms (first instalment) 
� Health insurance contribution related to 2nd semester by the individuals obtaining revenues from 

agricultural activities 
� Contribution to Environment Fund ("ecotax" excluded) 
Sunday 30 November is a legal holiday, being St. Andrew day  
Monday 1 December is a legal holiday, being Romania’s National Day! 
 
IMPORTANT 
All forms mentioned above as well as guidance on their preparation may be downloaded from the Minis-
try of Public Finance website: www.mfinante.ro.  
Tax returns noted with an asterisk (*) may be submitted by remote means of electronic transmission by 
large and medium size taxpayers as well as by taxpayers which have opted to file their returns on-line 
and which hold a digital certificate.  
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KEY HR FIGURES 

 2014 Contributions 
Employer and Beneficiary of activities 

considered dependent activities 
(% rate) 

Employee and provider of        
dependent activities 

(% rate) 

Social security contribution (pension) 

15.8% for normal working conditions 
20.8% for particular working conditions 
25.8% for special working conditions 
(contribution base capped at an amount 
representing the average amount of in-
sured persons during the month for which 
the contribution is determined as 5 times 
the average monthly gross salary)1 
(applicable for income related to Octo-
ber 2014 and after) 

10.5% (contribution base per em-
ployee capped at 5 average monthly 
gross salaries according to Budget 
for public social insurance,  
i.e.  5 x 2,298 = RON 11,490)1

 

(contribution base for a person un-
der civil contract: gross income) 

Health insurance fund 
(based  on gross salary) 5.2% 5.5% 

Medical leave contribution and health insur-
ance allowance (based on gross salary) 0.85%   

Unemployment fund (based on gross salary) 0.5%  0.5% 

Work accident and occupational disease fund 
(based on gross salary)2 

0.15% - 0.85% depending on CAEN code 
for main activity   

Contribution to fund to guarantee payment of 
salary liabilities (based on gross salary) 3 

0.25%  (only for employees under labour 
contract included for retired persons)   

Salary tax   16% 

Contribution for non-employment of disabled 
persons (for employers with more than 50 em-
ployees) 

4 x 50% minimum gross salary  
(RON 900) for every 100 employees   

Minimum monthly gross salary as per Govern-

ment Decision 871/2013 RON 900 (starting 1 July 2014)    

Luncheon voucher - employee 
subject to salary starting May 2013 RON 9.35   

Per diem (in Romania) 
Employees in the public sector 
Employees in the private sector (x 2.5) 

  
RON 13.00 
RON 32.50 

  

Note 1: Contribution to pension is also due during periods when the insured person benefits from medical leave and health insur-
ance allowances. For these periods, the contribution base is 35% of the average monthly gross salary corresponding to the number 
of business days of medical leave. 

Note 2: Contribution for work accident and occupational disease is also due during periods when the insured person benefits from 
medical leave and health insurance allowances. For these periods, the contribution base is the minimum gross salary where pay-
ment is guaranteed on a national basis corresponding to the number of business days of medical leave. 

Note 3: The contribution to fund to guaranteed payment of salary liabilities is also to be calculated for health insurance allowances 
but only in respect of the first 5 days of temporary incapacity to work supported by the employer as well as for allowances for tempo-
rary incapacity to work further to a work accident or occupational disease but only in respect of the first 3 days of temporary incapac-
ity of work supported by the employer.  

Be Aware! Income paid to a person who carried out an activity considered dependent activity (example:  in-house 
"captive" PFA or who meets at least 1 out of the 4 re-qualification criteria mentioned in OUG 82/2010) is disclosed on a 
separate "Payment statement" and is included on form 112. 



Disclaimer: The above information is a short summary of recently published information and is not intended 
to be advice on any particular matter. APEX Team International disclaims liability to any person in respect 

of anything done in reliance of the contents of these publications 
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